
Congressional Debate: Instructions for 
Contestant Review of Legislation 

 
 
Congressional Debaters (contestants, not coaches) will be able to cast votes to determine the 2021 Harvard docket by 
ranking from the submitted 46 bills and resolutions, by 10pm EST on Monday, Jan. 25.  
 
High school debaters will rank-order their 36 most preferred items of legislation by dragging titles and placing them in order 
by preference, top to bottom. Following conclusion of voting, the most preferred items will populate the dockets of the final, 
semifinal, quarterfinal, octafinal, and preliminary rounds, respectively.  
 
To begin, contestants should go to tournaments.classrooms.cloud/harvard-
congress-vote and log in with the sameTabroom.com account registered by the 
coach for the tournament.  This page also can be found by navigating to 
tournaments.classrooms.cloud, and selecting “Harvard Congress Vote” in the 
menu as shown in the image. à 
 
 
 

 
 
ß Next, the screen showing all the submitted legislation 
should appear.  Contestants can download and review the 
legislation by clicking docket here; afterward, they can drag 
the titles to the green box labeled “Move items here.” 
 
When satisfied with ranking, click the “Complete” button at 
the bottom of the page.  
 

 
 
This image shows how legislation may look when dragged to a 
contestant’s chosen rank-order, where they prefer item #25 the 
most, #7 the second-most, and so on.  à  
 
 
Each contestant may return to complete a new ranking, but they 
will not see their previous ranking. They will have to start from 
scratch, but that will replace their previous submission.  
 

Troubleshooting 
 
If a student is unable to log in, any number of problems may exist, 
including not actually registered (i.e., if a school has “Names 
TBA”), or a student may have multiple Tabroom.com accounts, 
and is not logging in with the same account listed by the coach.  
 
It is important students’ Tabroom accounts are entered correctly 
by the coach, because they will need to log into Tabroom.com during the tournament to vote for the Congressional 
Leadership Award for each chamber, as well as to access Classrooms.Cloud for their chambers. 
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